
HOW DOES YOUR GARDEN GROW? 

September 16, 1991 Howard L. Tomb, III 

On April 24, 1991 the musical THE SECRET GARDEN 
opened at the st. James Theatre on Broadway to what 
could be called mixed reviews. Some samples: 

From Rex Reed of THE NATIONAL OBSERVER: 

If I hadn't read THE SECRET GARDEN, 
I wouldn't have known what the hell 
was going on. [The authors] have 
taken this sweet, uncomplicated and 
inspiring children's classic and 
ossified it with pretentious 
effects ... As dull as they are, the 
songs are incomprehensible. THE 
SECRET GARDEN could give you sugar 
diabetes. 

From Pia Lindstrom of WNBC: 

If you read THE SECRET GARDEN as a 
child, you'll be astonished at what 
you see on stage. Susan Schulman 
directs the whole icky thing as an 
overbearing set full of bunnies, 
butterflies, clowns and dolls. The 
kind of Victorian Va l entine box 
that dwarfs the actors. It's all 
too sticky sweet for me. 

From Joel Seigel of WABC TV: 

It's like being locked in a 
victorian living room: dark 
furniture and the musty smell of 
death. The story never became a 
fairy tale. The garden is never 
enchanting. The evening is never 
magic. 
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Would you admit to being an investor in this 
project? Well, I am ..... and therein lies the tale. 

The playwright and lyricist is Marsha Norman, 
author of the 1983 Pulitzer Prize winning play 'NIGHT, 
MOTHER. The contrast between THE SECRET GARDEN and 
'NIGHT, MOTHER is astounding. 'NIGHT, MOTHER is raw, 
unrelenting and unflinching in its realism. It's "Hold 
onto your seat; I don't want to see what happens next." 
It filled me with dread. It's about suicide. THE 
SECRET GARDEN, on the other hand, could be looked on as 
a sappy melodrama which ends happily for everyone 
involved. 

So why, then, would a street-smart, put-it-in
your-face, acid-tongued playwright take on such a 
seemingly trite story and attempt to make it into a 
successful Broadway musical? 

Heidi Landesman, the producer and set designer, 
has been close to Ms. Norman since Heidi designed the 
spare, bleak set for 'NIGHT, MOTHER. Landesman thought 
the book had great possibilities as a musical. Heidi 
and her husband, Rocco had already successfully 
presented musical adaptations of HUCKLEBERRY FINN and 
GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. You may be more familiar with 
them by their stage titles: BIG RIVER and INTO THE 
WOODS . In the summer of 1988, Ms. Landesman sent 
Marsha Norman a British composer's musical adaptation 
of THE SECRET GARDEN. While not impressed with this 
version, Norman had always wanted to do a musical, and 
Landesman had great faith that she should not make the 
story mawkish. Marsha had such respect for Heidi's 
judgment that she says she would do a musical version 
of anything Heidi recommended--even MOBY DICK. 

Norman had never read THE SECRET GARDEN as a child 
but became entranced with its possibilities. However, 
her outlook remains ironic, as even today she will 
imitate those kind ladies of a certain age who are the 
eternal fans of the book. Widening her eyes and 
pursing her lips into a Betty Boop mouth, she mimics 
the gasp, places her hand over her heart and whispers, 
"Ouuuuuuu, that was my favorite book from childhood." 
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When the book, written by Frances Hodgson ,Burnett, 

d 'n 1911 it was not successful, much 11ke the 
appeare 1 , 1 But the book's 
initial reception to the mU~lca . t ' It now 
opularity has endured and lncreased over lme. 

~ells over 400 000 copies a year around the world. As 
Ms. Norman explains it, its ~niversal appeal,stems from 
"a compelling mystery that lles at the story s heart 
and can't really be explained. It's about death and , 
rebirth and about the promise that no matter what eVll 

, , f ' d f 1 " things befall you, you wlll ln a sa e pace. 

Since most of you weren't raised as little girls, 
perhaps you don't know the story. I'll try to 
highlight it for you, if I may. Mrs. Burnett was truly 
a gifted storyteller. Her opening paragraph is most 
provocative: 

When Mary Lennox was sent to 
Misselthwaite Manor to live with 
her uncle, she was the most 
disagreeable looking child ever 
seen. It was true, too. She had a 
little thin face and a little thin 
body, thin, light hair and a sour 
expression. Her hair was yellow 
and her face was yellow, because 
she'd been born in India and had 
always been ill in one way or 
another. 

When we meet Mary, her parents and servants have 
been struck down by the final cho l era epidemic during 
the period of the Raj. There is no one left to care 
for her. Although she's only 10 years old, Mary 
doesn't seem concerned with her plight. There's not a 
tear shed over the death of her ayah who has been her 
constant companion since birth. In fact, she is 
looking forward to the next servant who will be able to 
tell her new stories. The first few pages set the 
character of Mary Lennox as an unfeeling, really 
abhorrent little girl. 

Misselthwaite Manor is a gloomy lOa-room estate on 
the forbidding Yorkshire moors and is the home of 
Mary's hunchback uncle, Archibald Craven. He is the 
original Sad Sack, moping around, mourning the loss of 
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his lovely wife, Lily, who died 10 Y7ars earlier while 
giving birth to Colin, their only Chlld. 

While she was alive, Lily had a flourishing 
garden, surrounded by a high brick wall: Things,grew 
there that wouldn't grow anywhere else ln Yorkshlre-
the bounty a combination of her loving care and the 
wall's protection from the "wuthering wir:d. '.' Lily and 
Archie would rendezvous there for long plcnlcs on 
summer afternoons. He would read her poetry, and she 
would rest her gorgeous head on his lap. It was a 
sanctuary of love. After her death Archie locked the 
garden door, hid the key, and banned anyone from 
entering ever again. So strong at the memories of Lily 
that Archie still must leave England for months at a 
time. 

Upon her arrival at Misselthwaite, Mary is 
introduced to the usual array of victorian characters: 
Ben Weatherstaff, the gruff gardener, who is really a 
fairy godmother in disguise; Martha, the good-natured 
chambermaid who befriends Mary; Dickon, the local lad 
who spends his days on the moors talking to the 
animals; and, Mrs. Medlock, the authoritarian, no
nonsense housekeeper with a dark secret to keep. 

Mary is told by Mrs. Medlock never to leave her 
rooms and wander about the house. That order is 
defied, and following the sound of crying, she 
discovers her lO-year-old cousin, Colin, hidden away in 
a remote wing of the mansion. Colin is insufferable 
and, if possible, even more disagreeable than Mary. As 
described by Mrs. Burnett, "He could h<:lve anything he 
asked for and was never made to do anything he did not 
like to do." In Colin's words, "Everyone is obliged to 
do what pleases me." A thoroughly delightful child; 
one who--as my father used to say--"coaxes blisters." 

By the sheer force of her personality, Mary rouses 
Colin from his sickbed and gets him outdoors, into the 
fresh air. She shares with him her secret of the 
garden, the key to which she has discovered with the 
aid of a friendly and unusually bright robin who 
happens to understand the Yorkshire dialect. Mary and 
Colin, with the good help of Dickon, bring the garden 
(and hence themselves) back to life. For months on end 
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t' of the garden. No adults they revel in the restora lO~ what's happening. Dickon 
in the household are awareko the children baskets of 
persuades his mother to ma e 'ntain the paradox of 
food each ~ay, so they can m:~enance. A particularly 
thriving wlthout apparent ~u k (and one which Marsha 
appetizing quote frOmtt~e ,~~ entirety for the play): 
Norman borr~wed a~mos 1n ~reakfast and seem to disdain 
"You c~n trl~le ~~t=r~o~~ll to the brim with roasted 
your d1nner 1f y d 'chly-frothed new milk, and and potatoes an r1 t d 
eggs, , d heather honey and clot e oatcakes, and bran, an 
cream." 

The rest of the book is as predictable as , 
del hiniums in June. Once unlocked ~he garden 1~ 
resiored to life by the secret ~lantlng and prun1ng of 
the children. Archie is myster10usly dr~wn back home 
to discover his invalid son now robust w1th he~lth. 
Through his son and Lily's secret garden, Arch1e 
dl'scovers his life again. As Colin gushes at the end 

-- d" of the book, "Ill live forever an ever. 

In what might be the briefest synopsis of the 
book Mrs. Burnett said she felt there ought to be "a 
trem~ndous lot of natural, splendid happiness in the 
life of every human being." 

Does this sound like a story that's going to give 
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA a run for its money? 

Burnett's gothic tale became a cult classic in the 
70's. As Alison Luri puts it in her book, DON'T TELL 
THE GROWN-UPS: WHY KIDS LOVE THE BOOKS THEY DO, "It 
isn't hard to see why, considering that THE SECRET 
GARDEN is the story of two unhappy, sickly, over
civilized children who achieve health and happiness 
through a combination of communal gardening, mystical 
faith, daily exercises, encounter-group_type 
confrontation and a health fOod diet." Ms. Lurie, who 
teaches English at Cornell, finds that THE SECRET 
GARDEN is consistently the most popular bOok in her 
course on children's literature. 

Many of the stories that children read and enjoy 
celebrate the counter-culture. THE SECRET GARDEN is 
choCk-full of it. At every turn Mary Lennox defies 
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authority. She is resilient, resourceful, cu~ning and 
, It is not that adults are necessar~ly venal, 

a w~nner. 'd 1 
it's just that they are slow w~tted an ,c umsy, 
particularly when contrasted with th~ n~mbleness and II 
energy of children who are IInot so d~fferent from me, 
says the young reader. 

I recall reading THE CAT IN THE HAT by Dr. Seuss 
to my children, as I'm sure many of y~u have done. The 
boy and girl are shut indoors on a ra~ny day. Mother 
is gone. The children, with the h~l~ of the bowtied 
cat with the stovepipe hat and dev~l~sh eyes, 
systematically destroy the house from top to bottom. 
Then they put everything back in order, just before 
Mother comes home. 

Did you have any fun? Tell me, what did you do? 
And Sally and I did not know what to say. 
Should we tell her the things that went on here 
that day? 
Should we tell her about it? Now, what should we 
do? 
Well ... what would you do if your mother asked 
you? 

You can be quite sure that Mother is not ever going to 
find out. 

Children embrace Peter Rabbit and not his wimpy 
siblings, Flopsy, Mopsy and cotton-tail, because he not 
only challenges the fearsome might of Mr. McGregor but 
also the explicit instructions of his mother. He 
suffers a tummy ache and misses a dinner of 
blackberries, but he gets his mother's camomile tea and 
sympathy. Nor is he particularly repentant. A few 
books later he can be found back in Mr. McGregor's 
garden looking for lettuce with his kindred spirit and 
cousin, Benjamin Bunny. 

Children's literature is replete with examples of 
children and small creatures getting the better of 
powerful adults: James M. Barrie's PETER PAN; Lewis 
Carroll's ALICE IN WONDERLAND; Mark Twain's TOM SAWYER; 
and more recently, J.R.R. Tolkien's THE HOBBIT. 
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So Frances Hodgson Burnett is part of that . 
continuum of writers who acknowledge that the seemlngly 
weak can have power and mastery. 

But I digress. Back to the real world, where 
adults are in charge and a fairy tale is judged on the 
bottom line. 

To succeed as a limited partner in any business 
venture is unlikely; but to succeed as a limited 
partner in a Broadway musical is ~o r~re as t~ be 
almost non-existent. No one can ]ustlfy the lnvestment 
on any rational basis. 

THE SECRET GARDEN capitalized for $6.2 million. 
That's low compared to the cost of producing a motion 
picture. (TERMINATOR 2: JUDGMENT DAY capitalized for 
over $100 million.) But for Broadway, $6.2 million is 
fairly pricy. Of current Broadway musicals, THE GRAND 
HOTEL was $4.5 million, CITY OF ANGELS $4.1 million, 
and THE WILL ROGERS FOLLIES came in at $6.25 million. 

A full share, or 1%, in THE SECRET GARDEN cost 
$124,000. Those of you who majored in arithmetic will 
calculate quickly that a full share, representing 1% of 
the capitalization, should be $62,000. You would be 
wrong. Although the two halves of the investment team
-the producer and the limited partners-split the 
profits 50/50, the producer puts up no money. So 50% 
of the team--the limiteds--must come up with 100% of 
the capitalization. Effectively, each limited partner 
who buys one unit is covering 2% of the total cost. 
This is the typical arrangement for a theatrical 
investment offering. 

In theory, a producer gets nothing until a show is 
out of the red and paying off. In other words, the 
producer makes zero on THE SECRET GARDEN until it has 
made $6.2 million. That's also wrong. Because a smash 
hit is such a rarity, there must be more incentive for 
the producer to take the risk of mounting a full-scale 
production. otherwise, all producers would be wretched 
souls, scrabbling around for that one "gusher" that 
would make them solvent. As a producer with wit [and 
that may be a contradiction in terms] once said, "You 
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can make a fortune in the t hea tre. 
a living." 

You just can't make 

Our producer will do quite well, even if THE 
SECRET GARDEN doesn't make any profit. For all their 
glitzy sophistication, a great many Broadway 
productions are a cottage industry. The offering 
clearly points out that He idi Landesman, the producer 
and set designer of THE SECRET GARDEN, is the wife of 
Rocco Landesman, the owner of Ju jamcyn Theatre 
Corporation. It so happens tha t one of the properties 
of Jujamcyn is the St. Jame s Theatre. Wendy Ettinger, 
a sister of Heidi Landesman , i s the casting director. 
They all get paid every week the show runs. It's good 
news for the limited inves t or that Rocco does own the 
theate r and that his wife is the producer, since 
they'll do most anything to keep the show alive. 

There is one part of the limited partnership 
agreement that any fool--o r even an attorney--would 
shudder to read. It goes like th is: 

After the General Partner has 
determined that no f urther income 
is due the Partner ship, the 
Partnership shall be terminated on 
the date designed by the General 
Partner. 

The poor limited partner is at the mercy of the General 
Partner (otherwise known as the producer). In reality, 
the General Partner probably would not try to close a 
show if it were still making a profit. But he could, 
if he felt so disposed, and open the show a year later, 
cutting out all his former investors. Nevertheless, we 
all came, like rats to Hamelin town, eager to put our 
money down and be part of the adventure of Broadway. 

I have a f riend who is a reasonably intelligent, 
hard-working man and one who knows the value of a 
dollar. He makes all his long distance calls after 
five to save a few pennies. He will stay in Florida to 
mid-week, even when he has pressing business at home, 
so he can use his senior citizen flight discount card. 
But in the hands of a Broadway producer, he becomes 
Silly Putty. He was an investor in LEGS DIAMOND, a 



musical written by and starring Peter Allen, a noted 
song-and-dance man. Allen gave ten years of his life 
getting the show prepared for its debut. The hoopla 
and the hype were intense. It couldn't miss. Well ... 
the reviews were bad. It closed after a few weeks. 
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The limited partners lost all their money. I 
commiserated with my friend about his loss. He was 
philosophical. Shrugging his shoulders, he said, "Yes, 
but what a helluva party they gave after the opening. 
They actually had pianos made out of chocolate." Did 
this guy just falloff a turnip truck, or what? 

I suppose his is the correct and healthy attitude 
to have, but you'd think he'd surely turn down the next 
theatrical opportunity. He has not. This amateur has 
had as much to do with my investing in THE SECRET 
GARDEN as any of the professionals. 

He first saw the show in workshop last October 
with other potential limited partners. The producers 
will fly "live ones" into New York to see a workshop 
production. This is very much like the come-ons of the 
Las Vegas gambling houses that provide free room, 
drink, and other amenities to the known gamblers who 
seem invariably to lose . Do you see a parallel between 
these two worlds? 

As the curtain fell on the workshop production, 
this World War II veteran began to bawl, making 
blubbering, gasping noises. Another prominent 
cincinnatian who was seated near him pronounced his 
behavior "disgraceful, just disgraceful." He was at a 
loss to explain his reaction. "How could I, a man over 
70, start to cry over a kid's fairy tale? I don't know 
why, but I did." Ms. Norman obviously knew what she 
was talking about in describing the book as a 
"compelling mystery that can't be explained." 

I was persuaded by the depth of his genuine 
feeling. When subsequently approached by one of the 
producers about investing in the show, I asked for and 
received a script and a cassette tape of the music. 
Inexplicably, after reading the script I, too, got a 
lump in my throat and could see the possibilities of a 
long and successful run. I don't know how the other 
local investors came to their decision, but of the 115 
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limited partners, 28 are from cincinnati. We invested 
about $1.2 million, or almost 20% of the total 
capitalization. 

And so on April 24 we were off to New York for the 
opening. As far as I know, everyone paid his own way 
this time. The passengers on board the Delta flight 
from Cincinnati were all in a state of trepidation, 
full of anxious banter and sweaty palms. 

The st. James Theatre seats 13,152--that's 20 
times larger than the Marx Theatre at the Playhouse in 
the Park. On opening night showtime is 6:30 rather 
than the usual hour of 8:00. This is so the critics 
can get their reviews prepared before the 11 o'clock 
news, and newspapers can have copy for the next 
morning's edition. 

A word about critics: Most see the show several 
times in preview. The director has a right to change 
the show up to opening, but in reality very few changes 
are made during the final preview week. Therefore, the 
critic is usually safe in jUdging the work on the basis 
of previews, but he is still expected to be in 
attendance for the real thing. 

Opening night dress code is black tie. The 
audience is made up of investors, and friends of the 
actors and the creative team. The anxiety level is 
palpable. Rumors abound. The show is too slow ... You 
can't hear the young actress who plays Mary 
Lennox ... THE WILL ROGERS FOI~IES and MISS SAIGON are 
just too much competition ... Everyone knows THE NEW YORK 
TIMES' critic, Frank Rich, hates musicals ... And so 
forth. 

When you enter the theatre, the basic set 
dominates the stage. It puts us in the mood to 
appreciate a Victorian children's story. We see the 
outside of a large doll house superimposed on a child's 
face. The child is looking down into the set, not at 
the audience. She has a pen and a bottle of ink beside 
her, so we get the feeling she is in cont~ol.and may 
change the set at her slightest whim. Th1S 1S all 
quite fitting, since THE SECRET GARDEN is seen through 
the eyes of Mary Lennox. She sees (as we see) a 
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replica of a child's toy box and a cut-out theatre. 
The colors are springtime. Rose-lipped boys and girls 
peer out from bowers crowded with images of a childhood 
in a well-to-do nursery: dolls, toys, puppets, birds, 
baby animals, flowers, and butterflies. Heidi 
Landesman says that the idea is "things are being 
dropped from above as if by a child's hand." Rex Reed 
is perhaps somewhat more blunt in his description, 
calling the sets "candy boxes, filled with Gloria 
Vanderbilt collages, full of paisley gift wrap, Laura 
Ashley cabbage roses, and cherubs playing fiddles." 
No, you can't hum the set, nor can you cash it at the 
bank, but for my money this one was spectacular. 

I had read the script and had been read the story 
as a child, but my imagination was deficient. The 
script, after all, is only a bare-bones outline. The 
panoply of the sets, the music and the action on stage 
emotionally "flesh out" the story. The songs become 
vehicles for thoughts the characters would never speak. 
One particularly moving piece features Archie and his 
brother singing a duet about "Lily's Eyes." According 
to Norman--and not Burnett--Archie's brother was also 
in love with Lily, and both see her reincarnated in 
little Mary Lennox. These stiff, inarticulate 
gentlemen of the manor break out in a plaintive 
nostalgic, tender melody that brings the house down. 

Marsha Norman says she has only had two dreams in 
her life: One was to win the Pulitzer Prize. The 
other is to hear her song played in an elevator. The 
cast album is expected out this Christmas, and "Lily's 
Eyes ll may complete that dream. 

Before the opening most of the attention had been 
focused on the role of Archie, played by Mandy 
Patinkin, who had originated the character of Che 
Guevara in EVITA and Georges Seurat in SUNDAYS IN THE 
PARK WITH GEORGE. But almost from the moment she 
appeared on stage--certainly from the moment she began 
to sing--ll-year-old Daisy Eagon, as Mary Lennox, stole 
the show. She has a Margaret O'Brien perkiness 
combined with a winsome quality needed to transform 
"the most disagreeable looking girl" into one who is 
able to better the lives of so many people .. Her looks 
are not remarkable, except she has an unden~ably 
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beguiling quality. The play lasts for almost three 
hours, and Daisy is on stage virtually the whole time. 

As a rule characters in musicals are set in the 
beginning of the show. The lines are drawn early 
between the sympathetic ind ividuals and the villains. 
At the start of THE SECRET GARDEN we don't really care 
what happens to Mary Lennox . By the second act we 
desperately want her to succeed, and we're so proud of 
her when she beats the odds. Rocco Landesman said, 
before the play opened, that he'd go way out on a limb 
and pick Daisy Eagon to win a Tony. Rocco is a high
stakes gambler and likes to bet on sure things. 

The formula for a musical dictates that the first 
act must build to a crescendo. THE SECRET GARDEN is 
true to form. Mary has fou nd the key to the door in 
the garden wall, and as she tentatively pushes the door 
open she and the stage are flooded with blinding white 
light. It reminded me of opening the refrigerator door 
in the middle of the night when you have a slight 
hangover. 

Clearly, the first act was slow. At intermission 
the nervous, unsmiling audience milled about in the 
lobby. One of our Cincinnati contingent (who claimed 
he hadn't invested, but we knew his wife had) said the 
prevalence of tear-sta ined cheeks was not due to the 
emotional impact of the production but to the 
real i zation of a potent ial total loss. No one laughed. 

The second act picked up. At the conclusion there 
was a standing ovat ion with waves of applause, and a 
few tears ... presumably for what had transpired on 
stage. Now it was on to the grand opening night party 
and the agonizing wait for the reviews. 

We were stuffed into buses like so many school 
children and driven downtown--way downtown--to 
Bridgewater's at South Street Seaport. As I walked in 
one of the producers greeted me with the following 
question: "Do you have your seatbelt on?" He'd seen 
Frank Rich's review, and it was not good. 

Frank Rich is the leading theater critic of THE 
NEW YORK TIMES. He is so powerful that all other 
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reviewers in the country hardly matter .... particularly 
on the opening night of a $6 . 2 million Broadway 
production. To have his favor i s to bask in the 
sunlighti to suffer his displeasure is banishment to 
the dark side of the moon. Mr. Rich concluded his 
critique of THE SECRET GARDEN thus: 

[The play] has no theatrical means 
for achieving that graceful, 
seemingly effortless falling into 
place that levitates f airy tale 
musicals into enchantment. The 
hard work is always apparent; one 
is constantly aware that the 
authors are thinking hard, too 
hard. Is it too churlish to wish 
they had turned the pages a little 
faster? 

If any of you gentlemen had been standing next to me at 
Bridgewater's that evening, how would you have 
calculated the present value of my investment? 

The gravity of Mr. Rich's review spread through 
the multitude. We now individually and collectively 
faced the realization that we could lose everything. 
It is one thing to contemplated the "perhapsi" it is 
quite another to be faced with the awful fact that we'd 
be such fools for investing in anything so illusionary 
as a Broadway musical. All the friends you'd boasted 
to would now be laughing up the i r sleeves. Oh , the 
ignominy of it all! 

That night Bridgewater's supported five bars with 
the finest whiskey and Dom Perignon, three buffet 
tables larded with crablegs, giant tiger prawns, 
succulent roast beef, and exotic cheese and pastries: 
All that was missing was richly-frothed new milk, 
heather honey and clotted cream. 

Bands played rock'n'roll and rap on two dance 
floors. It was crowded and raucous. The investors, 
the actors and the creative team mingled together, 
desperately trying with false bravado to banish the 
plague that Frank Rich had loosed. 
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These parties, like everything else, are paid for 
out of the limited partners' investment. And seeing 
that it might be the last meal for a lot of us, we cast 
temperance aside and abandoned ourselves to the 
abundance of the good life we were surely leaving 
behind. Two women, both full shareholders, were heard 
lamenting, "Do you think it's fair that people who only 
bought a half or quarter share should be able to eat 
and drink as much as we do?" I wanted to ask her, 
"Madam, have you ever tried to eat a quarter of a 
cocktail onion?" 

Waking up the next morning in a small, 
outrageously priced New York hotel room and re-reading 
Mr. Rich's review was the nadir of my existence. A 
funereal gloom pervaded the flight back to Cincinnati. 
The shame of genteel poverty must now be confronted. 

But miracles do happen. Wonder of wonders, the 
show held its own the first week. Its gross revenue 
exceeded running costs. 

Every show has a weekly break-even figure that 
covers the expenses of actors, orchestra and the fellow 
who sweeps the floor and turns out the lights each 
night; and musicals usually have much higher running 
costs than straight plays. The offering estimated the 
running costs for THE SECRET GARDEN at $270,000 per 
week. That first week, we grossed almost $320,000. 

More thoughtful and reasoned reviews of the play 
began to appear. 

From Edwin Wilson of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL: 

Ms. Norman has brought great 
intelligence to the libretto and 
lyrics, and the entire production 
is suffused with magic and beauty. 
Many, both those who know the book 
and those who do not, will find it 
an evening of wonder and delight. 

From William Henry, III of TIME MAGAZINE: 



Vibrant and thought provoking to 
look at, melodic and poignant to 
hear, movingly acted and blessed 
with a dazzling ll-year-old star, 
this is the best American musical 
of the Broadway season. It is that 
rarest of entertainment, a story 
fascinating to children that 
unfolds in a manner both 
sophisticated and stimulating for 
adults. 

From Mimi Kramer of THE NEW YORKER: 

A good deal about THE SECRET GARDEN 
is surprising: it's quiet, 
charming, subtle, inte l ligent, and 
wholly literary in its approach to 
adaptation. Watching it, you find 
yourself wondering how anything 
produced on the commercial stage 
could be so tasteful, so utterly on 
the mark. 
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Is it possible that the hateful quartet of Frank Rich, 
Rex Reed, Pia Lindstrom and Joel Seigel had even seen 
the same play? 

We surpassed $400,000 in gross revenue three weeks 
after the Tony nominations were announced. THE SECRET 
GARDEN was nominated for seven Tonys, including best 
musical. 

The eligible nominees are only those shows that 
are "on Broadway," not off-Broadway or in regional 
theatres. Therefore, the competition, while absolutely 
fierce, involves few productions. This year the other 
nominees for best musical were MISS SAIGON, ONCE ON 
THIS ISLAND, and THE WILL ROGERS FOLLIES. 

The producers were certain that the anti-American 
tone and the huge hype for MISS SAIGON would doom it. 
ONCE ON THIS ISLAND was just too small a show: It was 
playing at the Booth Theatre, which seats 6,4l6--less 
than half the capacity of the st. James. 
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THE WILL ROGERS FOLLIES opened May 1--the last day 
to qualify for inclusion in this year's Tony award. 
Our producers had seen it in preview and were 
disparaging. As one of them characterized it, "The 
only people who could possibly like it are fat guys who 
smoke cigars, allover 60, and who enjoy lots of T and 
A and dog acts. There is no substance. It's pure 
vaudeville. It's the ED SULLIVAN SHOW done poorly." 
Our friend, Frank Rich, said it was "the most 
disjointed musical of this season ... or any season." 

So it looked like we had the inside track to win a 
Tony for the best musical of 1991. 

The awards really are secret. No one knows ahead 
of time who the winners are. The judges are 280-300 
producers, set designers, directors and critics. 
Inexplicably, THE NEW YORK TI MES does not vote. One of 
our producers told me that the pressure of the Tonys is 
immense. If you win it means instant success; if you 
lose .... His voice trailed off. 

The awards ceremony was telecast June 2. THE 
SECRET GARDEN won three Tonys: Best Featured Actress 
in a Musical; Scenic Design; and Book for a Musical. 
The top prize--Best Musical--was awarded to (and, 
again, I quote the producer) "that jingoistic, flag
waving, simple-minded WILL ROGERS FOLLIES." 

So Daisy, Heidi and Marsha all won a Tony. (If 
you've been paying attention you know who those people 
are.) The show was now grossing over $500,000 a week. 
The producers think the increase in sales was due in 
large part to Daisy Eagan's tearful and humorous 
acceptance, which was seen nationwide by a huge 
television audience. She thanked "Mom and Dad and 
Harold" [her stuffed bunny that she had brought along
for luck]. Her performance was the high point of the 
broadcast. She was only on stage for three minutes, 
and the producer wished that it had been an hour. The 
audience loved her, and she appeared that week on the 
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, THE REGIS & KATHY LEE SHOW, CBS THIS 
MORNING and GOOD MORNING, AMERICA. 

Marsha Norman had been at the Tonys in 1984, when 
'NIGHT, MOTHER was nominated for four awards. Her play 
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was shut out. This time she had prepared an acceptance 
speech, just in case she won; but she didn't use it. 
As she explains: 

When you are up there, accepting 
the Tony, living the moment seems 
to be the thing to do. But I wish 
I had said something specifically 
to the girls who were watching. I 
think it is in the nature of girls 
to dream. 

I would have said, "Dream big 
dreams, girls. People don't get 
where they are by accident. They 
get there by dreaming dreams. 
Dreams have real power, and that is 
not a sentimental, sappy thing to 
say." 

The show continues to gain audience, playing to 
virtually full houses all summer, and grossing well 
over $500,000 each week. The investors have received a 
return on part of their capital investment. There is a 
constant $1.3 million advance sale. The producers feel 
they not only have an established hit, they have 
produced a classic, which, like the book, will continue 
to gain in popularity through the years. 

Frances Hodgson Burnett said in the last year of 
her life, "If you have a garden, you have a future." 
With this GARDEN I clearly have a future. And, by the 
way, I can get you house seats. 


